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University of Arizona Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Out of Nature: Why
Drugs from Plants Matter to the Future of Humanity, Kara Rogers, About half of all species under
threat of extinction in the world today are plants. The loss of plant biodiversity is disturbing for
many reasons, but especially because it is a reflection of the growing disconnect between humans
and nature. Plants have been used for millennia in traditional systems of healing and have held a
significant place in drug development for Western medicine as well. Despite the recent dominance
of synthetic drug production, natural product discovery remains the backbone of drug
development. As the diversity of life on Earth is depleted and increasing numbers of species become
lost to extinction, we continue to lose opportunities to achieve advances in medicine. Through
stories of drug revelation in nature and forays into botany, human behavior, and conservation,
Kara Rogers sheds light on the multiple ways in which humans, medicine, and plants are
interconnected. With accessible and engaging writing, she explores the relationships between
humans and plants, relating the stories of plant hunters of centuries past and examining the impact
of human activities on the environment and the...
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It becomes an remarkable publication that I have possibly go through. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am just
delighted to inform you that this is basically the best ebook we have study inside my individual existence and can be he greatest book for actually.
-- Dr . Tor r ey O sinski DV M-- Dr . Tor r ey O sinski DV M

A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and that i am certain that i am going to gonna go through again once more in the
future. Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is merely right a er i finished reading through this book in which basically modified me,
modify the way in my opinion.
-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel-- Pr of . Llewellyn Thiel
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